In the News:

- Antoniewicz receives journal’s prestigious Daniel I.C. Wang Award
  http://www.udel.edu/udaily/2015/jan/antoniewicz-award-011515.html
- QCD speeds analysis
  http://www.udel.edu/udaily/2015/jan/qcd-chemical-detector-011415.html
- Making better Li-ion battery membranes
  http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/59824

Department Events:

- CMET Seminar
  Nesrin Senbil, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
  “Effect of Interface Shape on Contact Angle and Contact Line around a Sphere at a Liquid Interface”
  Monday, January 26, 2015
  2:00 pm – 366 CLB
- 4th Year Talks
  Wednesday, January 28, 2015
  8:30am in Clayton Hall
  RSVP: http://www.che.udel.edu/grad/4thYrRR_RSVP.html

Future Department Events:

- Inaugural Lecture
  Dr. Raul Lobo
  March 3, 2015
  4:00pm in 116 Gore Hall

Other Events:

- The Convergence of University Research, Technology Commercialization & Career Development: The New 21st Century Contact Sport
  January 21, 2015
  11:30am – 1:00pm
  UD Ventura Development Center, 132 E. Delaware Ave.
  Free for UD Faculty, Staff and Students
  Register here: http://www.desustainablechem.org/event-1833111/Registration
- Patent Basics Workshop
  Wednesday, February 4, 2015
  8:00am – 5:00am
- MSEG Hard Materials Seminar
  Dr. Nicolas Large, Northwestern University
  Thursday, January 22, 2015
  9:30am in 219 Brown Lab
  “Plasmonic properties of metallic and hybrid nanostructures from Chemistry to Optical Engineering”
- eWeek Event
  Opening Reception and Carnival
  Monday, February 23, 2015
  11:00am in ISE Lab Lobby
- The University of Maryland, College Park has a position at the Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology Research, IBBR Program Director, Biomolecular Engineering [https://ejobs.umd.edu/postings/31009](https://ejobs.umd.edu/postings/31009).
- The Mork Family Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science at the University of Southern California seeks to fill one new tenure-track faculty positions at the Assistant or Associate Professor level. Apply at [http://chems.usc.edu/about/job-openings](http://chems.usc.edu/about/job-openings).
- **The Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering at the University of Kentucky** invites applications for the position of Lecturer in Chemical Engineering. This is a non tenure-track faculty position, with duties oriented primarily towards undergraduate instruction in chemical engineering. Candidates should apply for the position (posting FE00102) on-line at [https://ukjobs.uky.edu/](https://ukjobs.uky.edu/); the deadline for acceptance of applications is **March 1, 2015**.
- Dartmouth’s interdisciplinary Thayer School of Engineering has openings for tenure-track faculty in several areas, the first series of hires in a significant expansion of the engineering faculty. Links to the individual search announcements can be accessed through: [http://engineering.dartmouth.edu/about/employment](http://engineering.dartmouth.edu/about/employment).
- The Department of Chemical & Biomedical Engineering invites applications and nominations for Assistant, Associate or Full Professor tenure-track faculty positions (open rank search) in the areas of biomedical engineering and sustainable energy starting August 2015. Applicants must submit their application electronically with supporting documentation directly to [https://employment.usf.edu](https://employment.usf.edu).
- Tulane University, School of Science and Engineering, Physics and Engineering Physics is searching for a postdoctoral fellow. **Candidates must apply through** [http://apply.interfolio.com/28284](http://apply.interfolio.com/28284).
- The Department of Chemical Engineering at Virginia Tech invites applications for a full-time tenure-track position at the Assistant or Associate Professor level to support efforts to develop polymeric materials with predictable functional properties for use in additive manufacturing. Interested individuals should apply on-line at [https://www.jobs.vt.edu](https://www.jobs.vt.edu) for job posting #TR0150006, or by using the quicklink [https://listings.jobs.vt.edu/postings/54167](https://listings.jobs.vt.edu/postings/54167).
- The Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering at the University of Maine, the flagship campus of the University of Maine System, invites applications for a tenure-track Assistant/Associate Professor position. Applications, including a cover letter, a curriculum vitae, copies of academic transcripts, a description of teaching interests and philosophy along with teaching evaluations (if available), a statement of proposed research, copies of 3 publications and contact information for 3 potential references should be submitted to the Department of Human Resources via [https://umaine.hiretouch.com](https://umaine.hiretouch.com).

**Available positions can be found on the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering opportunity website** ([http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html](http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html)), so be sure to check it regularly.